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1. Introduction

Let L be a first order differential operator on C°°(Ω, CN) where Ω is an open
set in Rn+1 with coordinates x = (x0, xϊf •••, #M) = (#o> <*')• We say that L is
strongly hyperbolic at i G Ω with respect to x0 if the Cauchy problem for L-\-Q
is C°° well posed near i for every £)eO°°(Ω, MN{C)) with respect to xOy that
is there are a neighborhood ωCΩof ά and a positive number £ such that L-\-Q
is an isomorphism on {UGC°°(Θ, CN); υ=0 in ΛJO< ^ O + T } f°Γ every | τ | < £ (for
more details, see [2], [3]). Choosing a local coordinates (x, ζ)={x^ x\ £0> £') m

the cotangent bundle T*Ω and a basis for CN let

L(*, £) = Lfa ξ)+L0(x)

be the complete symbol of L, L2 being the principal symbol. Let h(x, ξ) de-
note the determinant of L^x, ξ) which is in COO(TI*Ω).

If the Cauchy problem for L~\-Q is C°° well posed near Jt with respect to
xo> it follows from the Lax-Mizohata theorem that h(x, ξ-\-τdxo)=^O admits only
real zeros T for every £eΓ*Ω\0, x close to Jt. Therefore we are always as-
suming h to be hyperbolic in this sense.

If L is strongly hyperbolic at Jt^Ω with respect to x0 then one can find a
neighborhood U of it such that either h is effectively hyperbolic or the rank of
Lj is at most N—2 in every multiple characteristic on Γ*Ω, #et/(see [2], [3]).
Since the situation for effectively hyperbolic determinants has already been elu-
cidated (cf. [1]) it is natural to see what happens when the rank of Lx falls to N—2
or less at a multiple characteristic pGΓ*Ω\0. In particular, this condition
turns out to be L1(ρ)=O (2x2 zero matrix) when N=2. The hyperbolicity
and h being the determinant of Lλ with L1(p)=O give a bound for the rank of
the Hessian of h at p. Indeed, denoting by Hess h(p) the Hessian of h at p, we
have
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Lemma 1.1. (Lemma 4.1 in [2]) Let N=2 and L1(p)=O. Then rankHess

h(ρ) ̂  4. In particular, if Lx is real then rank Hess h(p) ̂  3.

We say that HessA(ρ) has maximal rank if rankHess h(p)=4 (resp. if
rankHess h(p)=3 when Lx is real). Our partial converse result is then the fol-
lowing.

Theorem 1.1. Let N=2. Assume that L1(ρ)=O and HessA(p) has max-
imal rank at every double characteristic p e TfΩ\0. Then L is strongly hyperbolic
at it with respect to x0.

The assumption of Theorem 1.1 implies that the doubly characteristic set
Σ = i(x, ξ); h(x, ξ)=dh(x, ξ)=0} of h is a manifold. Indeed

Proposition 1.1. Let N=2. Assume that Lx{p) = O and Hess h(p) is of
maximal rank at a double characteristic p. Then 2 is a C°° manifold near p with
codim 2=rank Hess h(p) on which Lλ vanishes.

Theorem 1.1 will be proved constructing a suitable symmetrizer for Lu

more precisely we have

Proposition 1.2. Let N=2. Assume that Lλ{ρ) = O and Σ is a C°°
manifold near ρ~(x, ς)&TfΩ\0 with codim Σ=rankHessA(p) on which Lx van-
ishes. Then L1 has a symmetrizer near p, that is} there is a 2 x 2 matrix valued
symbol S{x, ξ') defined near ρ'=(A, ς), homogeneous of degree 0 in ξf such that

S*(*, ξ') — S (xy ξ') and S (x, ξ') is positive definite,

where Lf denotes the adjoint matrix of Lv

REMARK 1.1. The assertion of Proposition 1.1 is equivalent to: S={(x, ξ);
Lx(x, ξ)—0} is a C°° manifold with codim Shrank Hess h(ρ).

When Lx{ρ)^=O and Lγ is real, hence the maximal rank of HessA(p) is 3,
Proposition 1.1 can be easily seen. Since Proposition 1.2 was proved in [2]
when rank Hess h(p) ̂  3 and Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Pro-
position 1.2, it will be enough to prove Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 assuming
rankHess h(ρ)=4.

Here we note that the result can be easily generalized to NxN system such
that all characteristics of h are at most double. The theorems below follow
easily from Propositions 1.1, 1.2 and the same arguments proving Theorem 2.3
in [2].

Theorem 1.2. Assume that every multiple characteristic on TfΩ\0 is at
most double. Suppose that either h is effectively hyperbolic or rank L^N— 2 and
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Hess h has maximal rank in every double characteristic on TfΩ\0. Then L is
strongly hyperbolic at it with respect to xQ.

Theorem 1.3. (cf. Theorem 2.3 in [2]) Assume that every multiple char-
acteristic on TfΩ\0 is at most double and one of the following conditions is satisfied
in every double characteristic p e TfΩ\0:

(1) h is effectively hyperbolic at p,
(2) the doubly characteristic set Σ of h is a C°° manifold near p

on which rank Lx ̂ N— 2.

Then L is strongly hyperbolic at it with respect to xQ.

2. Proof of Lemma and Propositions

We first note that we may assume that Lx(0y 1, •••,())=— /2, the identity
matrix of order 2, so that

Hx, ξ) = -ξQ I2+A'(x, Γ), A'(x, Π = ΣM,(*) £,-, AJ{X)GC-(C1, M2(C))

which is also written

Hx, ξ) = -(fo—\ Tr A'(x, ξ')) I2+A(x, ξ')> Tr A(x, ζ') = 0 .

Here g(x, ?')=the determinant of A(x, f ')=det A(x, ξ')^0 and TτA\x,ξ')=
the trace of A'(x, ζ') is real which follow from the hyperbolicity of h. Let us
denote

U-(*Λp-(i.ίi.
x, ξ ) -a(x, ξ ) J

We first show Lemma 1.1. Note that

HessA(p) = dη°dη—(daoda+db°dc)

where η=ξo—2~ιTτAf and db^dc denotes the symmetric tensor product of db
and dc. Then it is enough to show that the rank of the quadratic form Q=
daoda-\-dbodc (at p'), which is non negative definite, is at most 3 (resp. at most
2 when α, b, c are real). Here we recall that a real quadratic form Q(X) in
TP(T*Ω) which is non negative definite cannot vanish on a linear subspace
F c T?(T*Ω) unless codim Γ^rank Q.

Denoting by ίRa and %a the real part and the imaginary part of a respec-
tively we see that
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It is clear that Q vanishes on {X\ dίϋa(X)=dίf{b(X)=d^b(X)=O} which shows
that rank Q^3. The same argument shows that rank Q^2 if a, b, c are real.

We turn to the proofs of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2. As noted in Introduc-
tion it is enough to prove these propositions assuming rank Hess h(p)=4. Since
the hypothesis rank Hess h(p)=4 reduces to rankHess£(p')=3 we may assume
that Q is non negative definite and has rank 3.

We first remark that d$la(p')=tθ. If it were not true we would have

It is clear that there is a linear subspace F(cΓp(7 l ί | ίΩ)) with codim 7 ^ 2 on
which Q vanishes and hence rank Q^2. This contradicts the assumption.

Set <p=ΪRa and denote by b \ φ=Q the restriction of b to the surface {φ=0}.

L e m m a 2.1. Let b=βφ-\-by c=rγφ-\-c with b—b\φ==0=h}-\-ih2, ?=c\φ=0=
where hh d{ are real. Then we have

1/5,4=0, dC ΦOatp', z = 1,2.

Proof. Denoting %>a=a<p-\-ά, ά=a \ φ=0, one can write

From the non-positivity of g on {φ=0} it follows that

(2.1) Mi-Λ^-^O,

(2.2) 5 ^ + 5 , ^ = 0

near p'. Suppose, for instance, that db1(ρ')=0 and hence db2=0 or d^=0
(at p1) by (2.2). If db2=0 then dά=0 by (2.1) and then Q vanishes on
{X\ dφ(X)=0} because da=(\-\-ia) dφ at p'. This is a contradiction. The
other cases will be proved similarly.

L e m m a 2.2. db1 is not proportional to db2 at p. There is a positive func-
tion m(x, ξ') defined near p', homogeneous of degree 0 in ξ' such that

?,(*, ξr) = m(x, n hix, n , ?,(*, n = -«<*, n u*> n •

Proof. Suppose that db2=kdb1 at p' with some kt=R and hence d£2=
-kdϊ, by (2.2) at p'. Since (by (2.1))

dl^dcι—dl2odZ2—daodά = (1+k2) db^d^—dάodά>0 ,

rfδj and rf^ must be proportional to </<2 at p' if dάΦO. Then it is clear that £)
vanishes on {X; dά(X)=dφ(X)=0} which is a contradiction. If dά=0 (at pf)
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then Q vanishes on {X; d<p(X)=d£1(X)=0} which also gives a contradiction.
This proves the first assertion. The second assertion easily follows from the
first one and (2.1), (2.2).

The following lemma proves Proposition 1.1.

Lemma 2.3. Let β=β1+iβ2i Ύ=Ύi+iΎ2, A, 7, real. Set ψ—bi
( ί = l , 2), B=y2+mβ2, C=71—mβ1. Then we have

1 0 1 Γ-iB/2 1

m

-iCjl ί Ί

-im ιC/2j

Moreover dφ, dψi are linearly independent at p' and the set {(x, ξ')\ A(x> ξ')=O}
is given by

s = {(*, π ; φ{*> n = Ψi(χ, Π = Ή*> Π = 0}.

Proof. Recall that

A = ψ\1+

Ύ

i"_fia]
+[mh*-a

We observe the imaginary part of g:

$g = 2aφ2+2άφ+$(βΎ) φ2+<S(Ύ+βm) φh.+^y-βm) <pb2.

Since $>g=Q near ρf and dφ + 0 at p' it follows that

(2.3) 2α*>+2a+3fG87) 9>+»(7+ySm) 5 1 +3ϊ( 7-/3m) b2 = 0

near p'. Now we set

Z> = 3f(/3γ), B = 3f(γ+ySm) = 72+β2 m,O= ϋi(y-βτn) = 7 i - A « .

Noticing D ^ ^ 5+y82 C it follows from (2.3) that

(2.4) (aφ+ά) = - i - (ψ, B+ψ2 C)

which shows that a=(ί+ia) <p+iά=φ—i(ψι B+ψ2 C)/2. On the other hand

it is easy to see

mφx—ib2)+7<p=(C+iB) φ+m^—tψ^, b1+ib2+βφ=ψ1+iψ2

since 71=C+mβ1 and rγ2=B—mβ2. These prove the first part. The rest of
the assertion is obvious.

Lemma 2.4.

4m-(B 2 +C 2 )>0 at pf.
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Proof. Let us set S=B | ,_0, C=C\ φ=sQ. From (2.4) it follows that

On the other hand (2.1) and Lemma 2.2 give that

Since the quadratic form m{dbιodbι+db2odb2)-{B db.+C db2)o(B dbλ+C dl2)\\
is the restriction of Q to {X; dφ(X)=Q}, this must have rank 2 and then posi-
tive definite. This shows that 4m—(B2+C2)>0 at pf and hence the result.

To finish the proof of Proposition 1.2 we give a required symmetrizer for

S(x n =

which satisfies S(x, ξ')=S*(x, ξ') clearly. Using Lemma 2.3 it is easy to
check that S(x,ξ')A{x,ζ')=A*(x,ξ')S{x,ξ') and hence S(x9 ξ

f) L^x, f)=
Lf (x, ξ) S(x, ξ'). The positivity of S follows from Lemma 2.4.

Added in proof: after submitted the paper we knew that L. Hϋrmander has
obtained a strong stability property of double characteristics of maximal rank,
including Proposition 1.1 in "Hyperbolic systems with double characteristics",
1990, preprint.
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